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ABSTRACT: The variance of fiber morphology along a
fiber and the natural and artificial flaws in the fiber struc-
ture represent the primary reasons for the weak link of
fibers. Accordingly, the fiber weak link can be divided
into two types, that is, the geometrical thinnest part and
the structural weak point. Scanning electron microscopic
observation was used to characterize the morphological
features of the fiber weak points whose forms are the
normal thin sections, natural flaws, and artificial damage.
Both the fiber profile morphology and the tensile behavior
of wool fibers have been measured using a single-fiber
analyzer (SIFAN) and an optical microscope with a CCD

camera plus an XQ-1 fiber tensile tester (OM � XQ). The
results from the SIFAN and OM�XQ methods indicate
that the fibers breaking at their minimum diameters rep-
resent only one part of the broken fibers. The percentage
of this kind of breakage is in the range of 40 – 60%. A new
approach is presented to identify the weak-point breakage
relying on the fiber tensile behavior. The experimental
results show that the probabilities of weak-point, normal,
and thinnest-part breakage evaluated by these methods
approximate 40, 60, and slightly more than 80%, respec-
tively. © 2003 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Appl Polym Sci 90:
1206 –1212, 2003

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the wool diameter is not uniform
between fibers and along the length of individual
fibers. Regarding the difference between fibers, there
are many methods for the measurement of the fiber
diameter but four methods are the most important for
standard testing purposes, that is, using an optical
projection microscope (OM),1 an arealometer,2 optical
fiber diameter analysis (OFDA),3,4 and a SIRO–laser-
scan fiber diameter instrument (LaserScan).5

For the diameter variance along a fiber, a few meth-
ods, such as the single-fiber analyzer (SIFAN)6,7 and
OFDA,8,9 could be used efficiently to measure the
diameter variance parameter (and the tensile behavior
of the fiber in situ for SIFAN only). The thinnest sec-
tion would usually be regarded as the weaklink of the
fiber, to result in a relatively poor-quality wool. Gen-
erally, the thinnest position measured by SIFAN is the
weakest part of a fiber only if the structure is a homo-
geneous structure along the fiber. If the fiber structure
is inhomogeneous, the weaklink at a relatively thick
part, or even at the thinnest part, is difficult to deter-
mine.

Some research has been done on fiber breakage at its
thin sections. The results from Anderson and Cox10

showed that a significantly higher correlation existed

between the fiber strength and the mean fiber diame-
ter than that between the strength and the observed
diameter nearest to the broken point. Although they
did not give any clear explanation, the probable rea-
son is that the diameter in their measurement is far
from the real breaking point because it is impossible to
detect the real minimum diameter by measuring only
five points on a 1.5-cm fiber length. Conversely,
Woods et al.11 reported that a high positive correlation
between the fiber strength and the cross-sectional area
at break for wool was found by experimental analysis.

In practice, the explanation that fiber breakage oc-
curs at the thinnest part of a fiber is not universally
accepted. The alternative approach is to find and iden-
tify the intrinsic structural reason for a fiber breaking
at its weak spot. The early work of the fiber cross
section of tender wool observed by SEM was done by
Hunter et al.12; Zimmermann and Hocker13 investi-
gated the fiber broken ends and measured the bundle
tensile properties of the wool; Orwin et al.14,15 exam-
ined the broken region of both tender and sound
wools from Romney sheep; and Thorsen16 also re-
ported these findings in his work.

Some more elaborate investigations have been per-
formed on the following aspects: Hepworth et al.17

designed a tensile stage used in SEM and observed the
tensile fracture of Lincoln wool. Hearle et al.18 ob-
served the fracture features of keratin fibers under
various environmental conditions and indicated that
the morphology of the broken ends was related to the
fiber cortical structure and testing conditions. Bandyo-
padhyay19 and Yang et al.20 used a tensile stage to
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study the deformation of wool fibers in extension and
recognized that a crack developed in the cuticular cell
until the cortical cells were exposed and then the
cuticle slides over the cortex after the breakdown of
the intercellular cement between the cortex cells.
Gharehaghaji et al.21,22 reported their research on the
effects of wool fiber microdamage caused by the open-
ing textile processes on tensile failure and compres-
sive microdamage, using scanning electron micros-
copy (SEM).

Although Peirce23 set forth the principle of the weak
link in 1926, few subsequent reports have considered
the difference between the fiber’s thinnest parts and
the structural weak points. The effect on the fiber-
breaking properties of different types of weak link has
not been determined, especially the weak point of the
fiber with an inhomogeneous structure.

Accordingly, the characteristics of the weak points
in a wool fiber are observed and discussed in the
present article. A new approach is proposed to iden-
tify these weak links.

EXPERIMENTAL

SIFAN methods

The profile and tensile properties of two kinds of wool
fiber which are SH80s and 26 �m collected from the
Shanghai Wool Top-Making Mill (Shanghai, China),
were measured automatically by the SIFAN instru-
ment6 under standard conditions (20 � 2°C; 65 � 3%
RH). The SIFAN was used in the present study to
measure each projected width along a fiber at 40-�m
intervals, so it supplies the average diameter Dave of
a fiber and the fiber-diameter deviation not only
between fibers, CVD, but also along a single fiber,
CVDave.

It should be mentioned that SIFAN has one partic-
ular defect in measuring, although it has many advan-
tages. There are blind angles at the two clamped fiber
ends according to Figure 1, because the light beam
used to detect the fiber’s projected width is inclined
but not perpendicular to the fiber axis. The blind angle
� will result in an undetectable area (L�) about 5 mm

long at each fiber end, that is, there is nearly a 10 mm
length of fiber undetected for each individual fiber. If,
therefore, a short gauge length is chosen, there would
exist a high possibility of failure to detect the mini-
mum diameter point. In general, SIFAN should be
used for relatively long-gauge-length fiber testing. The
gauge length was 50 mm long in the present experi-
ment.

Optical projection microscope (OM) and fiber
tensile test (XQ) methods

The two wool fiber samples were also tested under the
same conditions as above using the OM � XQ
method, that is, an optical microscope with a CCD
camera plus the XQ-1 fiber tensile tester developed by
the China Textile University.24

The method involved sticking a straightened fiber
over a paper window with a gauge length, L�, as
shown in Figure 2. The thinnest part of the fiber was
then observed by using OM to record the projected
width Dmin and its position XDmin. Finally, the paper
window was cut and the fiber was stretched for the
tensile measurement.

Both methods measure, first, Dmin and XDmin
of a

single fiber. Then, the tensile properties of the single
fiber are tested. Last, the real breaking position Xbreak
is recorded. These experiments, as well as SEM obser-
vations, led to some meaningful and interesting re-
sults and discussions on the fiber’s geometrical char-
acteristics and the tensile properties at the fiber’s weak
points.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Profile along the fiber length

The fiber diameter measured by SIFAN represents the
thickness at different positions along the fiber length.
The typical profile curves of fine and thick wool fibers
are shown in Figure 3(a). The lowest point is the

Figure 1 Diagram showing the principle of measurement
of the SIFAN instrument.

Figure 2 Schematic diagram of the paper window fiber
sample for OM�XQ methods.
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minimum diameter, Dmin, and the highest peak is the
maximum diameter, Dmax.

It is evident that the following factors influence the
accuracy of Dmin and Dmin:

(i) The actual detecting-length, that is, L0 � 2L�,
because the geometric probability to find Dmin
and Dmax is equal to (L0 � 2L�)/L0 (� (L0 � 10)/
L0, where L0 is the gauge length, and L�, the
undetected length (see Fig. 1);

(ii) The interval between the detecting points, be-
cause a long interval would result in a decrease
of the accuracy in the measurement of Dmin and
Dmax;

(iii) Fiber noncircularity;
(iv) Abnormal pulse signals in the fiber profile

curves by reason of nonfibrous attachments, as
shown in Figure 3(b); and

(v) The difficulty to focus on a fiber during dy-
namic measurement due to fiber crimp and

Figure 3 Fiber profile curves along the fiber length measured by SIFAN.
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twist or due to the dark and bright parts on the
fiber, [see the wave curves in Fig. 3(c)].

The measures which could be taken to reduce or to
avoid the influence caused by the above factors are as
follows:

(i) To adopt a longer gauge length, that is, �50
mm, so that the probability to find Dmin and
Dmax could be higher than 80%;

(ii) To adopt a reasonable detecting interval for the
fiber profile scanning (the interval relates to the
fiber diameter, i.e., 20–40 �m);

(iii) To turn the fiber to a certain angle (90°) and
then to measure the fiber profile again (this
method is not used in this present article);

(iv) To shorten the exposure time of the fiber sam-
ples as much as possible to avoid dust contam-
ination; and

(v) To insert a higher pretension to remove fiber
crimp and to avoid twisting the fibers.

Generally, the smaller Dmin or Dmin/Dave, is the
weaker are the fibers, especially so for the ratio Dmin/
Dave. This is of particular interest because it is most
important for wool processors to know the real quality
of wool.

Geometric features of the fiber weak point

The fiber weak point is the essential cause of fiber
breakage. As far as fiber morphology is concerned, the
thinner parts and the morphological deformations of a
fiber represent the two major forms of fiber weak
points, called the geometric weak links. The former is
the thinnest part of a fiber and the latter represents
fiber flaws and damage.

The geometric characteristics of the fiber weak point
were observed by SEM and exhibit three main forms,
as shown in Figures 4–6. The “normal” thin parts (see
Fig. 4) are not necessarily the true structural weak
points because their appearance is relatively even, but
the thin part (thinning sharply), as shown in Figure
4(c), is also probably a structural weak point. The
natural flaws illustrated in Figure 5 and the artificial
damage shown in Figure 6 both represent structural
weak points which will inevitably result in the dete-
rioration of the fiber tensile properties and fiber break-
age at these positions, whether these sections are thick
or thin.

Fiber breakage at the minimum fiber diameter
Dmin

According to the definitions of Dmin, XDmin
, and Xbreak,

two types of wool were tested by both SIFAN and OM

Figure 4 SEM photographs for the thin parts of wool fibers, thinning (a) gradually, (b) at a medium rate, and (c) sharply.

Figure 5 SEM photographs for the outer-structure natural flaws, of wool fibers, (a) sharp thin-neck; (b) weathering damage;
(c) aberrant parts.
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� XQ � 1. The number, NDmin
, and the percentage,

PDmin
, of the fiber, breakage at Dmin, that is Xbrok � XDmin

,
are evaluated in Table I. In fact, PDmin

is not high, only
about 40–60%, as shown in the last column of Table I.
The other 40–60% fibers are probably broken at the
true structural weak point or at the real thinnest part
of the fiber located at the thick or noncircular cross
sections, respectively.

These results indicate that the Dmin measured by
SIFAN is sometimes not the real minimum fiber di-
ameter. The percentage of fibers breaking at Dmin ob-
tained from SIFAN is evidently lower than that ob-
tained from the OM � XQ method. The reason relates
mainly to the fact that there are undetected fiber sec-
tions at the two clamped ends in the SIFAN instru-
ment.

Tensile characteristics of fiber weak points

During stretching, fiber breakage must occur at either
the thinnest part or the true structural weak point. The
broken parts of the fiber can be observed by OM or SEM,
and PDmin

can be found from the probability of the “nor-
mal” and weak-point breakage at the Dmin of a fiber.

However, it is very difficult to affirm whether the
fiber breaks according to the weak-point breakage or
the “normal” breakage, where the normal breakage
means that the fiber tensile curve is integrated, as
illustrated in Figure 4, that is, fiber tenacity and exten-
sion are relatively large. In accordance with these
characteristics, the two types of fiber breakage can be

distinguished by the critical values of fiber stress and
strain, �cri and �cri, respectively (see Fig. 7).

The identification steps are shown in Figure 8 and
are described as follows:

(1) Find the number, NDmin
, of all fibers breaking at

Xbreak � XDmin
, and to calculate its percentage,

PDmin
� 100NDmin

/N, where N is the total fiber
number (see Table I).

(2) Calculate the average stress �� Dmin
or the average

strain ��Dmin
at Dmin, then let �cri � �� Dmin

and �cri
� ��Dmin

as a criterion for identification, that is:
(i) If � � �cri or � � �cri, the fiber is recognized

as the weak-point breakage at Dmin and its
number and percentage are NWD and PWD,
respectively;

(ii) If � � �cri or � � �cri, the fiber exhibits
normal breakage at Dmin and its number
and percentage are NWD and PWD, respec-
tively, as shown in the A/B flow diagram in
Figure 8.

(3) Select all the fibers whose Xbreak � XDmin
and

calculate the percentage, PUD � 1 � PDmin
.

(4) Identify the breaking form of the fibers from (3)
by using �cri and �cri so
(i) If � � �cri or � � �cri, the fiber must be

broken at the real thinnest part because the
fiber is a homogeneous one in tensile be-
havior and the normal breakage should oc-
cur at the thinnest part, and, therefore, its

Figure 6 SEM photographs for the artificial damage of wool fibers; (a) bending and pressing; (b) ramming; (c) scraping and
polishing.

TABLE I
Numbers and Percentage of Fibers Breaking at Dmin

Sample
no.

Top
name Instrument

N NDmin
NUdmin

a PDmin
(number) (Xbreak � XDmin

) Xbreak � XDmin
(%)

1 SH80s OM � XQ 342 203 139 59.4
2 26 �m OM � XQ 194 110 84 56.7
3 SH80s SIFAN 254 123 131 48.4
4 26 �m SIFAN 148 62 86 41.9

a NUdmin
� N � NDmin

.
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number and percentage are NNT and PNT
(i.e., NNUD and PNUD), respectively; and

(ii) If � � �cri or � � �cri, the fiber is recognized
as the weak-point breakage but not at Dmin
and its number and percentage are NWUD
and PWUD, respectively.

The case (4)–(ii) above is correct where � � �cri. As
for the situation where � � �cri, there are not only the
weak-point breakage fibers, but also the normal break-
age fibers whose breaking points do not occur at Dmin.
Therefore, �cri is necessarily introduced for the further
identification of the case of � � �cri (A� sequence in Fig. 8),
that is:

(i) If � � �cri, the fibers are broken at the weak
points and the fiber number and probability for
the case are NWWUD and PWWUD, respectively;
and

(ii) If � � �cri, the breakage of fibers belongs to the
normal breaking case at the real thinnest posi-

tion and its number and percentage are NNWUD
and PNWUD, respectively.

For stress identification, PW
� (� PWD

� � PWWUD
� ) is

the total percent of weak-point breakage; PN
� � PNT

�

� PNWUD
� is the normal-breakage percent, and PTh

�

(� PDmin
� � PNWUD

� � PNT
� ) represents the percent of

fiber breakage at the thinnest part because there also
exists the probability of fiber breaking at the real thin-
nest part in PWWUD

� . In fact, PNWUD
� � PNT

� is the
probability of the Dmin being misrepresented by SI-
FAN. For strain identification, PW

� � PWD
� � PWUD

� , PN
�

� PND
� � PNT

� , and PTh
� � PDmin

� � PNT
� .

The experimental results of fiber-breaking features
obtained by the OM � XQ and the SIFAN methods are
listed in Table II for the wool sample SH80s. T� Dmin

and
��Dmin

, that is, the average tenacity and extension of the
fibers broken at Dmin, are used instead of the critical
stress and strain, respectively. The results from the
two methods are coincident and the probabilities of
the weak-point and normal breakage are approxi-
mately 42 and 58%, respectively. The percentage of
fiber breakage at the thinnest part is 82.3–85.4% based
on T� Dmin

or 81% determined by ��Dmin
.

It is evident that the tenacity and also the extension
to break of normal-breaking fibers are much higher
than are the corresponding values for weak-point
breakage and higher than for breakage at the thinnest
part of the fiber. T� NT 	 T� ND indicates that the linear
density of the fiber is high, that is the Dmin measured
by SIFAN is larger than the real value. In the weak-
point breakage, as illustrated in Table II, T� WWUD
	 T� WD and ��WWUD 	 ��WD imply that the weakest link
of wool fibers does not occur at the thinnest section
but rather at the thick part, although there does exist
some weak links at thin parts of the fiber.

Figure 7 Schematic diagram of fiber stress–strain curves
with different breaking behavior.

Figure 8 Schematic diagram for the identification of the fiber-breaking forms, where the subscriptions, N and W, D and UD,
and T, represent the normal and the weak-point breakage, respectively, broken at and not at Dmin, and broken at the true
thinnest section, respectively.
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CONCLUSIONS

The most important parameters measured by SIFAN
are Dmin and the ratio of Dmin/Dave. But Dmax is fre-
quently not a real value for the measured fiber due to
the effect of the dust and nonfiber attachments so that
the protubation peaks or pulses appearing on fiber
profile curves should be removed to obtain a correct
Dave. The experimental parameters, such as the gauge
length, fiber twist, and noncircular cross section and
pretension, should also be considered in the SIFAN
tests. Although there are many manual operations for
the OM � XQ technique, it is relatively efficient to
characterize the tensile behavior of fiber weak points.

The two forms of fiber weakpoints, that is, the thin-
nest part and the outer-structural weak point, were
observed and described. The tensile and morphologi-
cal characteristics of the structural weak points were
defined. The probability of fiber breakage at Dmin was
evaluated in the range from 40 to 52%. The theory and
criteria for weak-point identification based on fiber
tensile curves were derived. The percentage of weak-
point breakage and the difference of tensile properties
between the weak-point breakage and the universal
mean are important parameters required to evaluate
wool quality in practice. According to the experimen-
tal results, the probabilities of weak-point, normal,
and thinnest-part breakage can be evaluated by the
new approach and approximate to 40, 60, and slightly
more than 80%, respectively.
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TABLE II
Identification Criteria and Percentage of Various Fiber-breakage Forms

Method

OM � XQ (SH80s) SIFAN (SH80s)

Parameter

N�
P�

(%)
T

(cN/tex) N�
P�

(%)
�

(%) N�
P�

(%)
T

(cN/tex) N� P�(%)
�

(%)

Total 342 100 20.2 342 100 36.6 254 100 20.3 254 100 34.7
Dmin 203 59.4 21.5 203 59.4 35.3 123 48.4 21.8 123 48.4 33.1
WD 92 26.9 18.1 72 21.1 21.9 64 25.2 18.4 49 19.3 21.4
ND 111 32.5 25.2 131 38.3 42.4 59 23.2 25.4 74 29.1 40.9
UDmin 139 40.6 17.9 139 40.6 36.9 131 51.6 18.9 131 51.6 36.2
WUD 109 31.9 17.3 65 19.0 26.7 116 45.7 18.3 47 18.5 25.7
WWUD 50 14.6 15.9 — — — 45 17.7 16.9 — — —
NWUD 59 17.3 19.0 — — — 71 28.0 19.3 — — —
NT/NUD 30 8.8 22.6 74 21.6 44.9 15 5.9 23.0 84 33.1 42.1
W (weak) 142 41.5 17.4 137 40.1 24.3 109 42.9 17.8 96 37.8 23.5
N (normal) 200 58.5 22.9 205 59.9 43.4 145 57.1 22.1 158 62.2 41.5
Th (thinner) 292 85.4 21.1 277 81.0 37.8 209 82.3 21.0 207 81.5 36.8
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